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upon. A temporary stall or shed would imperceptibly grow into a
permanent building. The common fields existing in many of the
parishes round London dwindled or disappeared, not by enclosure Acts.
Holinshed records that the common at Mile End
... was sometimes, yea, in the memory of men yet living, a large mile long
(from Whitechapell to Stepenheth [Stepney] church), and therefore called
Mile End Greene; but now at this present, by greedie (and as seemeth to me,
unlawfull) inclosures and building of houses, notwithstanding hir Maiestie's
proclamation to the contrarie, it remained! (1587) scarse halfe a mile in
length.29
Two things are conspicuous in the London of the eighteenth century.
One, the number of old ruinous houses which frequently collapsed. In
different stages of decay they were patched together and let as tenement
houses, common lodging-houses or brothels, or were left empty and
derelict, inhabited *only by such as paid no rent', vagrants, beggars,
runaway apprentices. At midnight, according to the writer of Low-life
(1764), 'houses which are left open and are running to ruin are filled
with beggars, some of whom are asleep, while others are pulling down
the timber and packing it up to sell to washer-women and clear
starchers*.30 To Samuel Johnson in 1738 London was a place where
'falling houses thunder on your head". When a messenger ran into a
City tavern with an urgent piece of news, the instant supposition (in
1718) was that he had come to warn the inmates that the house was
falling.31 By the end of the century there had been some improvement,
but in 1796 the Annual Register records the collapse of two houses in
Houghton Street, Clare Market, sixteen people being buried in the
ruins.
The collapse of new or half-built houses is frequently commented on
in eighteenth-century newspapers. It was usually ascribed to defective
bricks.
Let any person attend to the continual accounts given in the papers of the
number of half-built houses that tumble down before they can be finished
[said the London Chronicle in 1764], and he will tremble for those who are to
inhabit the many piles of new buildings that are daily rising in this metro-
polis. When we consider the practice among some of the brickmakers about
this town, we shall not wonder at the consequence, though we must shudder

